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Laryngeal Realism (LR; Honeybone 2005; Beckman et al. 2013), based on privative [voice] and [spread glottis] features in voicing and aspiration languages, respectively, may be seen as the dominant theoretical perspective on laryngeal systems with two series of consonants. Nevertheless, LR may be challenged with respect to ample evidence that voicelessness is often phonologically active in voicing languages. Many authors attribute this evidence to binary voice specification (Rubach 1996; Wetzels & Mascaró 2001; Bennett & Rose 2017). An alternative interpretation using Onset Prominence (OP) representations is offered by Schwartz (2017), for whom the plain vs. aspirated distinction is a function at the representational level at which a single [fortis] feature is assigned. Thus, voicelessness, or fortiness, is the active phonological feature in both aspiration and voicing systems (cf. Cyran 2014; van der Hulst 2015), while pre-voicing does not reflect the presence of a feature [voice], but rather constitutes part of an acoustic carrier signal as envisioned in Traunmüller’s (1994) Modulation Theory. This is shown in the representations in (1). [Fortis] assignment at the Closure (C) level yields aspiration, which is absent with [fortis] assignment at the Vocalic Onset (VO) level.

1. Two-series laryngeal systems (Schwartz 2017) – aspiration (left) vs. voice languages

These representations have a number of implications for the phonetics of laryngeal phonology that are addressed in this presentation.

1. VO-level specification predicts increased weight of cues at vowel onset, including f0 (Kirby & Ladd 2016) and F1 transition (Stevens & Klatt 1974), in the acoustic and perceptual makeup of laryngeal contrasts in true voice languages, since the phonological distinction is localized in the early portion of the vowel following stop release.

2. The identical representations of /bdg/ in both voice and aspiration systems predict an asymmetry in cross-linguistic influence in the speech of L2 learners and bilinguals, by which ‘equivalence classification’ (Flege 1987) between L1 and L2 should be more robust in the case of /bdg/ than /ptk/.

This presentation will summarize a set of acoustic and perceptual experiments on Polish and Polish-accented English aimed at investigating these implications. Experiments that have been completed have obtained the following results.

- In a discrimination task with 31 Polish listeners, participants perceived the lenis-fortis contrast with an accuracy rate of higher than 93% when pre-voicing was absent from /bdg/ in the stimuli. Acoustic analysis of the unvoiced lenis stimuli revealed that the contrast was most robustly realized in terms of F1 onset frequency.

- In production studies of VOT in L2 speech, Polish learners of English were more successful at producing target-like L2 aspirated fortis stops than they are at suppressing Polish-style pre-voicing to produce target-like lenis stops without pre-voicing. This result
suggests equivalence classification effects between English and Polish for /bdg/ but not /ptk/.

- In a study of L1 phonetic drift (cf. Chang 2012; Herd at al. 2015), Polish learners of English produced Polish /ptk/ with VOT essentially identical to that of a monolingual control group. However, the /bdg/ of the learner group showed L2-induced drift by which only 77% of the items were produced with pre-voicing, while the monolingual controls produced fully pre-voiced /bdg/ in 96% of the items. Again, this result suggests equivalence classification between /bdg/ but not /ptk/.

- In an acoustic study of word-initial /bdg/ and /ptk/ produced by 30 Polish speakers, significant effects of laryngeal category were found for both f0 (mean difference of 11Hz) and F1 (mean difference of 0.37 Bark) at vowel onset.

In addition to summarizing phonetic data, this presentation will consider further phonological implications of the representations in (1), which may be summarized as follows.

- Various aspects of laryngeal phonology, including the data described here, are compatible with a structural view of segmental representation in which stops are taken apart into their component phases (closure, burst, transition; cf. Steriade 1993, Inkelas & Shih 2017)

- Binary [voice] is not necessary for describing phonologically active voicelessness in non-aspiration systems. Indeed, the feature [voice] may be eliminated altogether. Voicing does not modulate the acoustic carrier signal. Rather, voicing is the carrier signal.

- In the absence of a feature [voice], cases of voice assimilation may be analyzed with regard to structural aspects of the positions in which they are observed. In essence, regressive voice assimilation in languages like Polish or Dutch reflects the emergence of the carrier signal when there is no carrier modulation induced by a fortis consonant. In other words, regressive voicing should not be thought of as ‘phonological spreading’.
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